Abstract. The bandwidth and the cutwidth are fundamental parameters which can give indications on the complexity of many problems described in terms of graphs. In this paper, we present a method for nding general upper bounds for the bandwidth and the cutwidth of a given graph from those of any of its quotient graphs. Moreover, general lower bounds are obtained by using vertexand edge-bisection notions. These results are used, in a second time, to study various interconnection networks: by choosing convenient vertex partitions and judicious internal numberings for the vertices of the partition subsets, we show that bounds previously known for hypercubes can be easily re-proven, and we give original bounds for 2D-mesh, binary de Bruijn, Shu e-Exchange, FFT, Buttery, and CCC graphs.
Introduction
In all this paper, we will denote by V (G) and E(G) the vertex-and edge-sets of a n-vertex graph G. When studying problems described in terms of graphs, it is often useful to have a good knowledge of some fundamental parameters such as bandwidth and cutwidth. The problem of determining the bandwidth and cutwidth of a graph arises in two di erent contexts.
The rst one is linked to the problem of vertex ordering, described in 4]. When considering (G), the set of all orderings (bijections) The second one is related to the embedding of G into P(n), the n-vertex chain, as de ned in 20] . The embedding of a graph G into a graph H is a couple ( G;H ; G;H ), where G;H is ? This work was supported by the French GDR C 3 an injective application from V (G) to V (H), and G;H is an injective application associating a path G According to the context, either the rst or the second approach have been used in elds such as code correction 15], Gaussian elimination for sparse matrices 13], and VLSI layout 18, 27] for the bandwidth, and VLSI design 10, 23, 26] for the cutwidth.
General bounds have been proven for bandwidth in 4, 5] , but since it has been shown in 11, 12, 21] that the problem of nding the bandwidth and cutwidth of any given graph is NP-complete, the main way to compute them is by the use of heuristics, as in 13, 14, 25] .
In several occasions 5, 13] , the method used to compute the bandwidth involves the clustering of vertices in order to number them within the clusters, leading to the notion of quotient graphs. Formalizing this approach, we present in this paper a method for nding upper bounds for the bandwidth and cutwidth of a graph, based on the bandwidth and cutwidth of its quotient graph G = with respect to one of the partitions of V (G) . All the necessary de nitions and notations are given in section 2.
This method induces general upper bounds, stated in theorems 1 and 4. When the structure of the graph and of its quotient graphs are convenient, the vertex orderings induced by the partitions can be used to directly compute the upper bounds for the bandwidth and cutwidth. Lower bounds are also proven, using the vertex-and edge-bisections of G. Section 3 contains all these results.
In section 4, we will use these results to re-obtain bounds for the hypercube, after which original bounds will be proven for the 2D-mesh, binary de Bruijn, Shu e-Exchange, FFT, Butter y, and CCC graphs. 2 
De nitions and notations
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with standard graph theoretic notations; see 3] for reference. In particular, we will denote by (G) the minimum degree of a graph G.
Graph partitions, Quotient graphs, and Numberings
Given a non-empty n-vertex set V (G) of a graph G, a partition of V (G) is the splitting of V (G) into N subsets , 1 N n, such that no subset is empty, all subsets are pairwise disjoint, and the union of all the subsets contains all the elements of the original set. We will denote P(G) the set of all the partitions of V (G) .
For all in , we will denote G ] the subgraph of G induced by , and !( ) the cocycle of in G, i.e. the edge set f(v 0 ; v 00 ) 2 E(G) = v 0 2 ; v 00 = 2 g. For each partition 2 P(G), we will de ne max = max 2 (j j).
We de ne the quotient graph Q = G = of a graph G with respect to a partition of V (G) by ( V (Q) = (( 0 ; 00 ) 2 E(Q)) () ( 0 6 = 00 ; 9v 0 2 0 ; 9v 00 2 00 = (v 0 ; v 00 ) 2 E(G)) :
A numbering ' Q of the vertices of Q = G = is de ned as an integer ordering in the range f0; : : : ; N ? 1g of these vertices; we will denote Q (G; ) the set of all these numberings ' Q .
Once given a numbering of the vertices of a graph, we will say that edges linking a given vertex to vertices of lower (resp. upper) numbers will be going to the \lower direction" (resp. \upper direction").
For all parts of a partition , numbered by a ' Q , of a graph G, we dene the numbers ? ( ) def = min v2 jf(v 0 ; v) 2 E(G) = v 0 2 0 ; ' Q ( 0 ) < ' Q ( )gj and + ( ) def = min v2 jf(v; v 00 ) 2 E(G) = v 00 2 00 ; ' Q ( 00 ) > ' Q ( )gj, which are the minimum number of edges which exit, in the lower and upper directions respectively, from any vertex of part to vertices belonging to other parts.
Given a graph G, a partition of its vertex set V (G) into N subsets, and a numbering ' Q of the quotient graph vertices, we de ne an induced numbering ' G as an integer ordering, in the range f0; : : : ; n ? 1g, of the vertices of G, such that vertices in parts of increasing numbers have increasing numbers, i.e. 8 0 ; 00 2 ; (' Q ( 0 ) < ' Q ( 00 )) () (8 v 0 2 0 ; 8 v 00 2 00 ; ' G (v 0 ) < ' G (v 00 )) 3 which is equivalent to the following set of properties: In particular, p 0 = 0, P 0 = j' ?1 Q (0)j?1, p 1 = j' ?1 Q (0)j, P 1 = j' ?1 Q (0)j+j' ?1 Q (1)j?1, : : : , P N?1 = n ? 1.
We will denote G (G; ; ' Q ) the set of all these numberings ' G .
The orderings ' G can be seen as embeddings of G into P(n), so we can straightforwardly extend the previous de nitions of the dilation and congestion with respect to ' G :
cg(' G ) = max (w 0 ;w 00 )2P(n) (jf G;P(n) (v 0 ; v 00 ) = (v 0 ; v 00 ) 2 E(G) and (w 0 ; w 00 ) 2 G;P(n) (v 0 ; v 00 )gj)
Since the partition = V (G) with n sets always allows numberings ' G = ' Q which achieve the bandwidth and the cutwidth of G, we have
Bisections
The edge-bisection Bis e (G) of a graph G is the size of the edge-set of minimum cardinality whose removal splits G into two subgraphs of same vertex-cardinality, within one. The vertex-bisection Bis v (G) of a graph G is the size of the vertex-set of minimum cardinality whose removal splits G into two subgraphs of same vertex-cardinality. In some parts of our computations, we will be more interested in the minimality of the size of a disconnecting vertex-set rather than in the strict equality between the sizes of the two resulting subgraphs. Therefore, we de ne the almostvertex-bisection Bis 0 v (G) of a graph G to be the size of the vertex-set of minimum 4 cardinality whose removal splits G into two subgraphs of same vertex-cardinality, within one. Therefore, 3 General results
In this section, we prove upper and lower bound theorems, both for bandwidth and cutwidth. The proof of the upper bounds is based on majorations performed when considering the numbering of the vertices of the original graph with respect to the one of any of its quotient graphs. The proof of the lower bounds is based on vertex-and edge-bisections. Theorem 1. Let G be a n-vertex graph, and Q the quotient graph obtained from a partition of V (G) 
Proof. Proof of the upper bound (1): In order to make parameters of Q appear into (1), we have to rewrite terms depending of G with respect to the parts of the partition. Thus, considering all the ' G induced by a ' Q which achieves the bandwidth of Q, we are going to rewrite dil(' G ), splitting its expression into two terms, the rst one accounting for the edges of G internal to the parts, and the second one accounting for the external edges. For all ( ; ' Q ; ' G ), we can de ne E I = f(v 0 ; v 00 ) 2 E(G) = v 0 2 0 ; v 00 2 00 ; and 0 = 00 g ; E E = f(v 0 ; v 00 ) 2 E(G) = v 0 2 0 ; v 00 2 00 ; and 0 6 = 00 g : Then, for all the induced ' G ,
which is the claimed result.
Proof of the lower bound (2): Let us assume an ordering ' G of the vertices of G which achieves the bandwidth of G, i.e. such that max Although the majorations performed within the proof seem rough, this theorem usually gives good results as most partitions are taken with parts having the same size. Should it be not the case, a more speci c study would have to be carried on.
From the above theorem, we can deduce the straightforward corollary.
Corollary 2. Let G be a n-vertex graph, and Q the quotient graph obtained from a partition of V (G). The biggest advantage of this bound is that it does not require a deep knowledge of the studied graph, while the (almost-) vertex-bisection is sometimes hard to compute. Therefore, according to the circumstances, we will use either equation (2) or (3) to compute the lower bound of the bandwidth.
Let us now deal with the cutwidth. Theorem 4. Let G be a n-vertex graph, and Q the quotient graph obtained from a partition of V (G).
Proof. Proof of the upper bound (4): We know that, for all ' G , Cw(G) cg(' G ). In order to make parameters of Q appear into (4), we have to rewrite terms depending of G with respect to the parts of the partition. Thus, we are going to rewrite cg(' G ), splitting its expression into three terms, accounting respectively for the edges of G external to a given part, the edges which have exactly one end in this part, and the edges internal to the part, as shown in gure 1: 
where \xor" represents the exclusive-or logical operator.
The rst term of the right member accounts for the edges of G which \jump over" (i.e. are external to) a given part of the partition. To nd an upper bound on the number of these edges, let us consider the quotient graph Q and its embedding on the chain graph P(jV (Q)j). For any vertex w of P(jV (Q)j) with neighbor vertices w 0 and w 00 , cg(' Q ) is by de nition greater than or equal to the maximum of the congestion of the edges (w 0 ; w) and (w; w 00 ) of P(jV (Q)j). Thus, the number of edges which \jump over" vertex w is bounded by cg(' Q ) minus the maximum of the number of edges which exit from w in each direction (in the sense of ' Q ). As, from any vertex, exit at least l (Q) 2 m edges in one of the two directions (else there would exit more than j (Q) 2 k edges in the other direction), the number of edges of Q which jump over a given vertex of Q is bounded by cg(' Q ) ?
Since an edge of Q quotients at most max 2 (j!( )j) edges of G, the rst term is bounded by cg(' Q ) ?
The rst term of the second \max" of the right member of the inequality accounts for edges which have exactly one end in a given part . The number of these edges, which can jump over any vertex of , is trivially bounded by the size of the cocycle of , but since, from any vertex of , exit at least min( ? ( ); + ( )) edges in both directions (i.e. to upper and lower ' G 's), there are, for any vertex, j j min( ? ( ); + ( )) edges of the cocycle of which have not to be accounted for. By what precedes, the rst term of the second \max" is bounded by j!( )j ? j j min( ? ( ); + ( )).
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The second term of the second \max" of the right member is, by de nition, equivalent to the congestion of the subgraph of G induced by with the restriction of ' G to , denoted cg(' G j ).
By combining these three upper bounds, we obtain
Since, in any part, the numbering of the vertices is continuous by de nition, and independant from the numberings of other parts, it is possible, once taken a numbering ' Q which achieves the cutwidth of Q, to obtain an induced numbering ' G in G (G; ; ' Q ) such that the restriction of ' G to every part in gives numberings which achieve the cutwidth of G ]. Combining this numbering with the above inequation gives inequation (4).
Proof of the lower bound (5): Let ' G be a numbering of the vertices of G which achieves the cutwidth of G, and (2) and (5) from the bisection point of view, it appears that upper bounds for the bandwidth and cutwidth are upper bounds for the (almost-) vertex-and edge-bisections respectively.
Applications
In this section, we present some applications of our method on well-known classes of graphs. For some graphs, the direct use of the theorems may lead to results which are optimal, as it will be shown for the 2-dimensional mesh. For other graphs, once given a good partition leading to a known quotient graph, it is necessary to use the ' Q which achieves the bandwidth of the quotient graph and an induced ' G to nely tune the parameters of the theorem inequalities.
Hypercube.
For all graphs de ned on alphabets, vertices can be de ned as words (or sets of words) on these alphabets. If v is a vertex to which is associated a word on a a-number alphabet, we will de ne as v] the value of this word taken as an a-ary number representation.
The hypercube graph of dimension k, denoted H(k), is the graph whose vertices v are words v 1 v 2 : : :v k of k letters taken in the f0; 1g alphabet, and such that there exists an edge between two vertices if their words di er by exactly one letter. 9
Proof. In order to prove the right member of the inequality, we are going to use the recursive construction of the hypercube graphs. We will thus de ne a partition such that each of the two de ned parts contain a subhypercube, as illustrated in gure 2, so { = f 0 ; 1 g, where It has been shown in 7, page 11] that Bis e (H(k)) 2 k?1 . Since a perfect matching trivially gives Bis e (H(k)) 2 k?1 , then Bis e (H(k)) = 2 k?1 . Using equation (5), we obtain Cw(H(k)) 2 k?1 , which completes the proof. u t
The exact value of Cw(H(k)) has been computed by Bel Hala. extension, the complement of an edge will denote the edge whose ends are the complements of the ends of this edge. We will denote h(v) the Hamming weight of v, i.e. the number of \1"s in the word representation of v.
In order to obtain a quotient graph which is a path, we will quotient UB(2; k) using the Hamming weight of its vertices, since the di erence of the Hamming weight of any two vertices linked by an edge is at most 1. We will thus de ne and ' Q as follows: 
As a matter of fact, for all v 0 ; v 00 2 V (UB(2; k)), we have (' G (v 0 ) < ' G (v 00 )) ()
As jV (UB(2; k))j = 2 k and Diam(UB(2; k)) = k, equation (3) , which amounts to studying the rst case since by (6) the dilation of an edge is equal to the one of its complement. 13 Since Bd(UB(2; k) = ) = 1, e (' G ) is equal to the maximum dilation of the external edges, so e (' G ) = k The internal edges of any part link vertices of same weight, which are thus \rotation" (shu e) edges, i.e. edges such that the word coding one of its ends is obtained by rotation of the word coding its other end. Because of this coding property, the edges of UB(2; k) ] form sets of disjoint cycles of maximum length k, and then, for all , Cw(UB(2; k) ]) 2. For k 3 and for any part q , it is possible to nd a vertex not linked to either a vertex of q?1 or q+1 (i.e. a vertex whose rst and last letters are identical), so, for all , min( ? ( ); + ( )) = 0. By theorem 4, we obtain, for the cutwidth: Cw(UB(2; k)) Cw { If q 0 = q 00 , then the edge is a shu e edge. Let us study these edges with respect to the q ( ; xy) sets used to order the vertices within the parts q of the partition.
Edges internal to any q 0( ; xy): the dilation of all edges internal to the q 0( ; xy) sets is necessarily bounded by the size of these sets, and thus is less than k?2
Edges between q 0( ; 00) and q 0( ; 01): these edges link vertices of type 1 : : : 00 to vertices of type : : :001. Since j q 0(1; 00)j j q 0( ; 01)j because j q 0(1; 00)j = j q 0(0; 01)j and q 0(0; 01) q 0( ; 01), and since all vertices of q 0(1; 00) are linked to vertices of q 0( ; 001), the dilation of any such edges cannot be greater than the dilation of the edge linking the vertex of biggest word value in q 0(1; 00) to the edge of biggest word value in q 0( ; 01). As jV (SE(k))j = 2 k and Diam(SE(k)) = 2k ? 1 by 8], equation (3) immediately gives us the lower bound, which completes the proof.
u t Proposition 14.
Proof. With the above de nition of and ' Q , we have { Cw(SE(k) = ) = 1 and (SE(k) = ) = 1, since the quotient graph is a path. { max 2 (j j) = k d k 2 e . { j!( q )j = j q j, as from each vertex in any q exit exactly one edge to other 's:
its exchange edge. The internal edges of any part link vertices of same weight, which are thus \rotation" (shu e) edges, i.e. edges such that the word coding one of its ends is obtained by rotation of the word coding its other end. Because of this coding property, the edges of SE(k) ] form sets of disjoint cycles of maximum length k, and then, for all , Cw(SE(k) ]) 2. For all k and for any part q , it is possible to nd a vertex not linked to either a vertex of q?1 or q+1 so, for all , we have min( ? ( ); + ( )) = 0. By theorem 4, we obtain, for the cutwidth:
Cw(SE(k)) Bis e (SE(k)) 
FFT graphs.
In the following, will denote the exclusive-or operator on binary representations of integer numbers.
The vertices of FFT(k) are pairs of integer numbers (l; m), where 0 l k and 0 m < 2 k . Every vertex (l; m) of FFT(k), with 0 l < k, is linked to vertices (l + 1; m) and (l + 1; m 2 l ). Vertices (l; m) having the same l value are said to belong to the same level l. 18 2 k?1 Bd(FFT(k)) 3 2 k?1
Proof. A natural way to partition FFT graphs is to quotient them by levels, as illustrated in gure 6. 
By the de nition of , it is clear that ' G is induced by ' Q , and that for all q, j q j = 2 k . Since no edges link vertices belonging to the same part, i (' G ) = 0.
Moreover, it is trivial to see that FFT(k) = is isomorphic to the path P(k + 1), so Bd(FFT(k) = ) = 1, and e (' G ) is equal to the maximum dilation of the external edges.
For all v = (l; m) 2 V (FFT(k)) with 0 l < k, v is linked to v 0 = (l + 1; m) and to v 00 = (l + 1; m 2 l ). Thus,
By taking the maximum of the two di erences, we obtain
It is easy to prove that Diam(FFT(k)) = 2k. Using (3) Since FFT(1) is isomorphic to the cycle graph C(4), Cw(FFT(1)) = 2, so Cw(FFT(k)) 2 k + 2 k?1 + + 2 = 2 k+1 ? 2 : u t
As we do not know an accurate bound of the edge-bisection of the FFT graph, we cannot de ne a lower bound for its cutwidth, but we can at least de ne an asymptotic equivalent for it. Proof. A natural way to partition Butter y graphs is to quotient them by levels, as illustrated in gure 8. We will thus de ne , ' Q , and ' G as follows: 
Bd(BF(k) = ) 2 k + 2 (l+1)modk 2 2 k + 2 k?1 ; and then e (' G ) = 2 k + 2 k?1 : However, with the chosen ' Q , all the edges which maximize e (' G ) link part k?2 to part k?1 , and (' Q ( k?2 )?' Q ( k?1 )) is by construction always equal to 1 (and 22 not to 2, which is the bandwidth of Q). Therefore, the maximum dilation of the external edges is in fact less than what would be obtained by using equation (1 Cw(BF(k) ]) + j!( )j ? j j min ? ( ); + ( ) max Cw(BF(k ? 1)) + 2 k+1 ; 3 2 k : (7) In the second step, an analogous study on BF(k) based on the same partition leads to Cw(BF(k)) max Cw(BF(k ? 1)) + 2 k ; 2 k Cw(BF(k ? 1)) + 2 k :
As BF(2) is isomorphic to two C(4), Cw(BF(2)) = 2. By injecting this value into (8) , and studying the induced recurrence, we obtain Cw(BF(k)) 2 k+1 ? 6 which, injected itself into (7), yields the claimed result.
u t
As the edge-bisection of Butter y graphs is not exactly bounded, we cannot de ne a lower bound for their cutwidth, but we can at least de ne an asymptotic equivalent for it. 24 Proposition 20.
Cw(BF(k)) is in (2 k )
Proof. It is shown in 19, page 451] that Bis e (CCC(k)) is in k2 k log 2 (k2 k ) ; in particular, it means that there exists a number > 0 and an integer k 0 > 0 such that for all k > k 0 , Bis e (CCC(k)) > k2 k log 2( k2 k ) . Furthermore, since it has been proven in 9] that CCC(k) is a spanning subgraph of BF(k), we have Bis e (CCC(k)) Bis e (BF(k)). In these conditions, by combining the preceeding arguments with (5), we obtain Cw(BF(k)) Bis e (BF(k)) Bis e (CCC(k)) (5) gives us the claimed result. In order to prove the right member of the inequality, we propose, as for the Butter y graphs, a two-step recursive decomposition of the CCC graphs. Let us de ne the CCC graphs as CCC graphs without their wrap-around edges. It is easy to see that CCC(k) can be obtained by putting two copies of CCC(k ? 1) atop a level of 2 k vertices and linking them properly, as illustrated in gure 11. This decomposition is straightforward for CCC(k), as illustrated in gure 12. a. CCC(3) and its partition: two CCC(2) and a level of vertices Using equation (4), we obtain Cw(CCC(k)) max 2f 0 ; 1 ; 2 g Cw(CCC(k) ]) + j!( )j ? j j min ? ( ); + ( ) max Cw(CCC(k ? 1)) + 2 k ; 2 k+1 + 1 : (9) In the second step, an analogous study on CCC(k) based on the same partition leads to Cw(CCC(k)) max Cw(CCC(k ? 1)) + 2 k?1 ; 2 k + 1 : (10) As CCC(2) is isomorphic to C(8), Cw(CCC(2)) = 2. By injecting this value into (10) , and studying the induction, we obtain Cw(CCC(k)) 2 k + 1 which, injected itself into (9), yields the claimed result. u t 4.8 Summary.
All the above results are summarized in the following 
